
The RevMaster Sport exercise bike, designed in partner with three-time Tour de France champion Greg 
LeMond, offers our traditional superior frame design, paired with many unique features to provide 
maximum comfort and customization. For HOIST®, one of our paramount goals is developing bikes that 
provide the appropriate fit for a broad range of riders. Unlike any other indoor cycling bike, the RevMaster 
Sport allows four-way adjustability of the height and fore-aft, with micro-adjustments on the seat and 
handlebars.

SPECIFICATIONS
US / METRIC
Length: 42 in / 107 cm
Width: 23 in / 58 cm
Height: 46 in / 117 cm
Machine Weight: 143 lb (65 kg)
Flywheel Weight: 32.67 lb (14.82 kg) 

User Height Range: 58 in (147.3 cm) to  
78 in (198 cm) tall

Maximum User Weight: 300 lb (136.1 kg)

HOIST® LEMOND® SERIES
REVMASTER SPORT

FEATURES
 Ô Kevlar Belt: A Kevlar belt instead of a chain. The result is a smooth and QUIET ride. Our belt 

never needs to be replaced or oiled like most chain bikes.

 Ô Brake Pad: Designed with the resistance pad on top of the flywheel for improved long-term 

durability.

 Ô Brake & Resistance: Designed for ease of use, the resistance knob adjusts easily. Just turn 

the knob to adjust (increase or decrease) the intensity of your workout. By simply pressing 

down on the same knob, the braking system activates quickly and safely. Micro turn 

adjustment allows smooth, safe transitions to higher intensity levels.

 Ô Cranks: Designed to withstand greater force loads than conventional bikes, the LeMond 

RevMaster Sport features an exceptionally strong custom BMX bottom bracket and cranks 

for superior product durability.

 Ô Floor Levelers: Easy adjustment for uneven floor surfaces.

 Ô Flywheel: Drop in mounting - easy service, no adjustments ever needed, easy-to-reach high 

RPMs with less “runaway” feeling making it safer for knees.

 Ô Frame: Patented next generation X-Frame is more stable and allows for fast, easy access 

to all seat, handlebar & height adjustments. This creates a comfortable, high performance 

custom fit for all users! The steel main frame undergoes a rust inhibitor process.

 Ô Handlebars: Our classic design allows for multiple hand positions and ease of use - (not 

compatible with Lemond RevMaster Pilot II). (Optional closed loop design with the ability to 

add a Lemond RevMaster Pilot I is available)

 Ô Micro-Adjustments: Micro-Adjustable seat and handlebars

 Ô Seat: Anatomically designed, ultra comfortable seat that provides proper support for 

maximum comfort.

 Ô Seat Adjustment: The numbered dual position seat slider for fore/aft fit provides more than 

enough range to properly fit almost any person, regardless of height. Suggestion: A taller 

person may want to use the front hole of the slider, which enables this seat to be moved 

further back.

 Ô Transport Wheels: Designed for easy transport! A rock-solid construction and the extra-

wide base ensure outstanding stability.

 Ô V-Clamp: Unique V-clamp and rotated tube design for enhanced stability.

 Ô Water Bottle Holder: Water-bottle holder is mounted to the handlebars allowing you to 

take a drink without disrupting your exercise form.



SEAT POSITION 
Easily customizable, accommodating a wide 
variety of users.

SEAT WITH MICRO-ADJUST FIT 
Increased adjustable range for exact fit, 
accommodating customized user preferences. 

CLASSIC HANDLEBARS 
Traditional handlebar design allows for multiple 
hand positions and ease-of-use.  
Note: not compatible with RevMaster Pilot II.

V-CLAMP 
Unique V-clamp and rotated tube design offer 
enhanced stability.
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